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Society
Overview

Bridging Perspectives
and Opportunities
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Founded in 2002, the LSE SU China Development Society (CDS) steadfastly
embraces its core mission of promoting a global understanding of China, not
only economically, but also politically and socially, among its members and
the wider public. We are the sole society on the LSE campus that organises
regular events and offers comprehensive, in-depth analyses of the current
affairs surrounding China’s multi-faceted, ongoing transformation. Despite our
short history, we have already established ourselves as one of the most wellrespected societies on campus with a membership base of over 1000 students,
alumni and professionals. Meanwhile, we have forged strong collaborative ties
with many premium organisations including the LSE Asia Research Centre, the
Confucius Institute for Business London, the LSE Department of Economics, the
48 Group Club and the China Britain Business Council.
Moreover, with a long-standing vision to‘Bridge Perspectives and
Opportunities’, our society has laid a great emphasis on organising
intellectually stimulating public lectures, informative corporate presentations,
large-scale conferences and networking sessions for our members and the
wider public.

Our aspiration is to become one of the most admired
China-oriented student bodies in Europe and our goal
is to nurture and empower the leaders of tomorrow. We
believe that through the dedication of every executive
committee member, our society can eventually build the
ideal platform for people to acquire a better and more
impartial understanding of China through free exchange
of information and ideas, and to prepare those who wish
to contribute to China’s future development for the
challenges lying ahead.
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CHINA DEVELOPMENT
FORUM 2014
Forum OVERVIEW
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The LSE SU China Development
Forum (CDF) is a prestigious annual
conference co-organized by the
LSE SU China Development Society
and the LSE Asia Research Centre.
It seeks to establish a platform
for vibrant, in-depth intellectual
discussions among students,
academics and professionals on
key issues facing China, and to
promote mutual understanding
and cooperation between China
and the rest of the world. Forum
participants have access to a wide
range of learning and networking
opportunities that connect global
experts with future leaders.
Since its inception in 2009 as
the first London-based studentrun conference on China, the
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Forum has enjoyed phenomenal
growth on all fronts including
reputation, audience base and
media coverage. Acclaimed as
the signature event of the LSE
SU China Development Society,
t h i s y e a r 's F o r u m r e c e i v e d
strong collaborative assistance
from the 48 Group Club, the
Confucius Institute for Business
London, ChinaNext Foundation
and AquaCit yPoprad. In the
context of a much anticipated
reform plan drafted at the Third
Plenar y Session of the 18th
Central Committee, the China
Development Forum 2014 was
honoured to entertain 28 highprofile speakers from mainland
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Europe
and the United States. Featuring

theme 'Rebalancing China', 7
panel discussions unfolded from
distinct perspectives: between
consumption and investment,
bet ween privatisation and
recentralisation, between
government social welfare
provision and stronger civil
structure, and more globally,
between China and other key
international players.
Highlights of the Forum include
interactive dialogues, insightful
presentations, and packed Q&A
s e s sions , e tc . Simult ane ous
interpretation was provided to
facilitate the exchange of ideas
between speakers and participants.
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CDF2014
Speaker list

David Dollar
Senior fellow, John L. Thornton
China Centre, Brookings Institution

WILLIAM A. CALLAHAN

JEFF CAO

Stephen Harner

Professor of International Relations,
LSE

Head of Asia Pacific at London &
Partners

President at Yangtze Century Ltd.
(formerly S.M. Harner & Co. Ltd.)

Ge Junjie (葛俊杰)

HE Weifang (贺卫方)

Vice President, Bright Food (Group)
Co., Ltd.

Professor of Law, Peking University
of China

Michel Hockx

Huang Yukon (黄育川)

Director, SOA S China Institute

Senior associate of the Asia Program,
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace

Athar Hussain

Nicholas Lardy

Raymond Li (李文)

Director, the Asia Research Centre, LSE

Senior Fellow in Peterson Institute
for International Economics

Head of BBC Chinese

Sir Christopher Hum
Former British Ambassador to the
People's Republic of China

Li Junheng (李君蘅)
Head of Research, JL Warren Capital
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LEO L. LIAO (廖立远)

Natalie Lichtenstein

Mayooran Elalingam

Chairman, ChinaNext Foundation

Adjunct Professor of China Studies at
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies (SAIS)

Head of Mergers & Acquisitions (Asia),
Deutsche Bank

Eric S. Maskin

Stephen Perry

Danny Quah

2007 Nobel Laureate in Economics
A d a m s U n i v e r s i t y P r o f e s s o r,
Harvard University

Chairman of the 48 Group Club

Kuwait Professor of Economics and
International Development, LSE

Shao Wenguang (邵文光)

Shih Chih-yu (石之瑜)

Jan Telensky

Managing Director, Phoenix Chinese
News & Entertainment Ltd.

Professor at Taiwan University

Founder, AquaCity

Tong Zhiwei (童之伟)

Mark E. Tucker

Wu Chong (吴冲)

Professor of L aw, East China
University of Politics and Law

Group Chief Executive and
President, AIA Group Limited

Co-founder and CEO of Adream
Foundation Inc.

Zhang Xule (张徐乐)

Zheng Gongcheng (郑功成)

Zhou Jiangong (周健工)

Associate Professor at School of
Economics of Fudan University, China

Member of the 11th National People's
Congress Standing Committee
Deputy Director of Renmin University
of China School Affairs Committee

Chief Editor, Forbes China
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CDF2014
Photo Gallery
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CDF2014

Key facts and Reviews

400+
Registered over 400 participants

28

20

Covered by over 20
leading media companies

Attracted 28 world-class speakers,
who are amongst the most
authoritative academic figures
and influential commentators on
China's transformation

童之伟：
伦敦中国发展论坛办得很好，从近期典型
案例看中国司法改革的需求！

贺卫方:
伦敦政经学院LSE的学生团体@伦敦政
经中国发展社团组织，@明日中国基金
提供宝贵援助，此论坛内容丰富，异彩纷
呈，令我受益多多。

Feedbacks from
Participants
1.“Fantastic speakers, great handbook and materials, professional translation, like the weibo
updates as well, impressive job by a university student society.”
2.“It's great to see the debate of guest speakers in the panel discussion.”
3.“It was the most amazing conference a student-run society could put together. I was
absolutely speechless!”
4. “每听到自己熟悉的知识点、一些赞同的观点或者心底里长久的疑问得到解答时的
感受是无法用激动二字形容的。”
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Events

Overview – Dynamic
Knowledge based Events

Our around-the-year events are at
the centre of the society’s working
effort and we aim to maximize the
experience of our member s by
offering them with a broad spectrum
of informative and vibrant activities.
Our flagship external events include
China Outlook Trip and the Minds
Symposium, which provide a platform

for some of the best experts in their
field to speak to a privileged audience
right here at LSE.
Over the past few years, over 70 wellknown scholars, professionals in
financial industries and China-related
businesses, as well as journalists and
writers from all over the world have
joined us to share their wisdom. The
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calibre and diversity of our speakers
are unrivalled and has been our
greatest asset. With their support, our
events have gained wide influence
and attracted attendants from fellow
universities and the general public;
this has truly been a testimony of
the success our events franchise has
achieved.
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BMS Review
1 China Dreams and UK Dreams
Peggy Liu, Chairperson of JUCCCE and
Excutive advisor to Marks & Spencer and
HP
Julian Borra: Experienced writer and
strategist

Future Franchise
Building on our existing foundations, we are striving to improve and elevate our
activities. In the upcoming year, we are planning on the following initiatives.

2 Global Financial RegulationImplications for China
Charles Haswell :Global Head, Financial
Sector Policy, HSBC
Paul Kelly: Professor of Polit ical
Philosophy and Head of Department
3 Global Hegemony and China's
Peaceful Rise
Professor Danny Quah: lecturer of
Economics and International relations at
LSE
4 Moral Crisis in Rural China
Dr. Hans Steinmüller: specialist in the
anthropology of China
5 Economies in PRC and HK
Professor Charles Goodhart:one of the
officials who stopped the financial crisis
in Hong Kong in 1983, by pegging the HK
dollar to the US dollar
6: Alternative Financial Investments
in China
Ph.D. in economics, associate professor at
Peking University HSBC Business School,
director of the PKU-HSBC financial
research lab.
Mr.Wu Ge: Founder of the FISH BONE
FUTURES INVESTMENT Rules, Chief
CTA of CIFCO Hedging Fund (Integrated
No.1).
7: China's Next Reform Agenda
Professor Athar Hussain: Director of the
Asia Research Centre at the LSE

1.Bridging Minds Symposium
In an effort to further upgrade our
much prized Tea and Knowledge
Lecture series and incorporate the
interactive features of the CDS Salon,
we have launched our headline
event series “the Bridging Minds
Symposium”. BMS is a fortnightly
e ve nt w h e r e we h ave ke y n ote
addressed from international
renowned leaders and experts or
panel discussion participated by
multiple experts on their individual
fields. For the first half of each session,
our speakers each speak on one topic
relating to the main theme of the

symposium, and for the second half,
speakers engage in an interactive
discourse with the audience on the
theme of the session. We have urgent,
controversial and sensitive topics that
generate fierce intellectual debates
and you get chance to interact with
our speakers very closely.
East - West Music Event Showcase
From the year of 2014 onwards, CDS
has launched a brand new music
event for our members to add on the
diversity of our activities as well as
providing a more creative networking
platform that brings together the
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students and professionals in London.
This year we have invited over 150
guests to join us to celebrate the
bridging culture of the east and the
west, in which it includes not only
students from the Universit y of
London but also various professionals
from the HSBC Chinese Community,
JP Morgan AsPIRE, PwC China Interest
Group and etc.
China Outlook Trip
This year has been a very enriching
one at CDS, as we embarked on our
inaugural overseas trip to Beijing，
Shanghai and Tianjin during the
summer of 2013 , in an attempt to
help some of our keenest members
to gain an first-hand and in-depth
under standing of the political,
economic and social developmental
forces at work in a rising China.
This trip will bring members faceto-face with big corporate players
that have been integral in propelling
the internationalization of China
in the recent years; as well as think

tanks and research institutes that
have established and contributed
to the intellectual auspices that
supported the country’s growth.
The participants will see through
their own eyes the changes this
country is experiencing as it comes to
terms with its new role in our world
today. With an aim of offering an
opportunity to touch base with local
organisations, professionals, students,
sights and sounds, this trip will break
new ground through approaching
China’s development from a direct
and unique standpoint and will prove
a fruitful learning experience for all.
Our past itinerary included:
1) Visiting multinational corporations
and receive presentation on the
f un c tion s of th e or ganis ation ,
including HSBC, JP Morgan, PwC,
Thomson Reuters, New York Times,
Airbus，Prudential, Swire Group etc.
Control Risks
2) V i s i t i n g l o c a l c o r p o r a t i o n s

and receive presentation on the
development of the industry in China,
including Bank of China SH Diamond
E xchange INSPUR Technology
Alibaba, Bao Steel, Pudong
Development Bank , Shanghai
Electric Group, Metersbonwe etc.
3) Visiting public agencies and NGOs,
including EUSME Center, British
Chamber of Commerce, INCLUDED,
JUCCCE etc.
4) V i s i t i n g l o c a l c o r p o r a t i o n s
and receive presentation on the
development of the various industry
in China including Shanghai Stock
Exchange, Alibaba Group, Brightfood,
Innovation Works,Inspur Technology
ect.
5) Exploring the cultural heritages and
tourist sites, such as the Great Wall,
Forbidden City, Summer Palace, Pearl
Oriental TV Tower, West Lake etc.
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Quick Glimpse——
Platinum Sponsorship Services

Platinum Sponsorship is the highest level of service we provide. We very much treasure our relationship with our Platinum
Sponsors and strive to maximise the value we create for them. Below is a selected list of the services included in the
package (please refer to our Sponsorship Prospectus for the full list and pricing)
The Sponsor will be labeled as Platinum Sponsor and feature the Sponsor’s logo (provided by the Sponsor) in all of the
Society’s information distribution channels, which include:
Weekly newsletter (two per week), online social networks, projector slides in events, posters, leaflets, notice boards, banners and any other physical promotional items
Specially dedicated webpage on our website www.lsecds.org
The Sponsor is entitled to access all the information distribution channels of the Society to distribute information of their choice, subject to the mutual consent from
both parties regarding the nature of the content;
Up to three corporate events upon the request of the Sponsor, hosted by the Society as part of the Society’s year-round event program (precise date to be decided) ;
Direct access to the Vice President of Corporate Relations for special requests;

Special Services in China Development Forum 2014:
The sponsor will be invited to take active involvement in the topic selection and program planning of the forum 2014;
One dedicated seminar session where the Sponsor reserves the right to designate the speaker and the topic, content subject to the mutual consent of both parties;
Designated banner display area (subject to the rule of first come and first serve basis amongst sponsors of the same tier);
One interval slot during which a (insert firm name) company promotional video will be played through the project device
Logo appearance and special labeling on delegate’s brochures,
PowerPoint slides and IT displays;
Special Thanks at CDF 2014;
Unlimited promotional material distribution in the audience pack;

Collaboration and Synergy
Since its establishment, CDS has focused on developing long-term and consolidated working relationships with global
corporations. The mutually beneficial bond has been one of the key driving factors of ensuring the success of our events
and the elevation of our profile. We have held a long-standing belief that our causes and our work will find recognition
among the corporate world and our activities can create value for our sponsors. Over time, we have gradually increased
our corporate exposure and developed increasingly systematic ways to service our partners. In order to expand the
diversity of our events and fund some of our more ambitious ventures, we are continuously seeking to work with
corporations in both financial and non-financial forms, with format ranging from a single advertisement to a full-year
sponsorship package. The main components of cooperation include:
Individual company presentation/lecture
Full year sponsorship
One off sponsorship of a particular event, e.g. Networking Event, CDF
Free gifts of merchandises
Sharing of information and contacts
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Sponsors & Partners

LSE SU CHINA DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY IS GRATEFUL
FOR THE KIND SUPPORT OF THE FOLLOWING
PARTNERS AND SPONSORS:

Co-organiser and Collaborators
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GoldAsia
sponsors
Research Centre

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Supporting Partners

Exclusive Video Reporter

Simultaneous Interpreting Service Provider
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Marketing &
Public Relations
Achieving Effective Marketing

Good marketing campaign and execution is the guarantor behind the
success of every event. It is also very much at the essence of what we deliver
to our sponsors and how we add value for them. To achieve our aims in the
promotional process, we are implementing numerous methods and strategies
including:

Electronic Media

Physical Media

Weekly Newsletter
Social Networks
Website
Direct Emailing
Lecture Projector Screens

Leaflets
Posters
Brochures
In-house Produced Publications

Brand Presence

Large Scale Marketing Campaigns

Customised Society Sent
Customised Banners
Customised Freebies
Customised Gifts

CDS Major Events
LSE Public Events
Large Scale Events of Par tner
Organisations
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Multilateral Cooperation
Fellow University Departments
Fellow University Societies
Specialised Organisations
Media Links
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MEDIA PARTNERS
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Caxin Media

Xinhua News
Agency

china radio
international

Financial Times

THE gateway

ftchinese

China
outlook

Chinese
Weekly

RED SCARF

nouvelles
d'europe

uk-chinese times

GLOBAL TIMES

SING TAO
DAILY

the beaver

Londonhot

british
sinophile
IFENG NEWS
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Join Us
Welcome

Our success is down to the strength of our people and their dedication; hence
one of our top priorities is finding motivated and talented individuals to
continue our work. We always welcome anyone who shares our passion and our
cause, regardless of their nationality, ethnicity, religion or political ideals. CDS
is a platform full of opportunities, challenges and excitement, which are great
for personal development. A culture of mutual support and teamwork prevails
in the society, forging a strong sense of community. If you empathise with our
mission and wishes to be one of us, please email us at committee@lsecds.org
(you can also email heads of our divisions directly through the email below).
Joining the CDS committee will undoubtedly bring one of the most fruitful
chapters in your student life.

Contact Us
Role

Name

Contact

President

Tianran Cheng

t.cheng@lsecds.org

Chief Director of China Development Forum

Yanwei Ge

y.ge1@lsecds.org

Director of Forum Division

Cheng Cheng

c.cheng@lsecds.org

Director of Forum & Marketing Division

Siyang Luo

s.luo@lsecds.org

Director of Forum Division, HR Manager

Xurui Yan

x.yan@lsecds.org

HR Coordinator

Jennifer Liu

j.liu@lsecds.org

Vice President, Head of Events Division

Yaoyao Zhang

y.zhang1@lsecds.org

Director of Events Division

Mei Wu

m.wu@lsecds.org

Director of Events Division

Aglaia Yun Zhang

y.zhang@lsecds.org

Vice President, Head of External Relations Division

Tina Mingyun Zhang

m.zhang@lsecds.org

Director of External Relations Division

Joanna Xuan Ji

x.ji@lsecds.org

Vice President, Head of Marketing Division

Keico Yue Kan

k.yue@lsecds.org

Director of Marketing Division

Jenny Jieyi Liu

j.liu2@lsecds.org

Director of Marketing Division

Lorita Mengying Liang

m.liang@lsecds.org

Secretary

Yun Zou

y.zou1@lsecds.org

Treasurer

Tong Li

t.li@lsecds.org
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Our Expectations
We are looking for people who
Clearly identifies with our
mission: “Promoting the global
understanding of China and bridging
opportunities between China and
the world”
Ambitious and focused in their work
and uncompromising in their pursuit
of excellence
Put group interest first and make
team win their top priority
Eager to take initiatives and seek
challenges, and actively seek ways
to improve both themselves and the
society
Has a high regard on responsibility
and accountability and act with
integrity

We are offering
Comprehensive training on valuable
transferable skills -Large scope
to take on responsibilities and
development your own initiatives
Support and mentorship on your
personal development
Priority access to opportunities with
our sponsors and our contacts
Opportunities to meet like minded
individuals and work in a committed
team

Peek
at the Divisions
CDF Team
As the China Development Forum
franchise is our biggest project in the
year, the CDF team carries significant
responsibilities over its shoulders. The
project is hugely challenging with
heavy workload and strict deadlines,
thus helping the team members grow
into mentally tough disciplinarians
and gain the ability to perform under
intense pressure. The function of
the CDF team is to draw together
the resources of the entire society in
order to execute every aspect of the
conference, from programme design
to sponsor servicing, to perfection.
Through this process, team members
acquire valuable management skills

and become effective communicator.
Te a m w o r k w i l l b e o f c r u c i a l
importance in the division and every
member will learn to put the group
interest ahead of their own through
the experience.
Events Team
Events team lies at the heart of the
society’s core activities. Through
specialising in the organisation of our
throughout the year events, team
members not only get the exclusive
opportunity to interact closely with
top speakers (be it from academia,
politics, the finance sector) but also
have a chance to hone their research
skills, planning skills, persona skills and

time-management. On top of this,
you will be participating in the CDF
and Corporate Relations projects to
assist the final execution and delivery
of large scale projects, as well as
putting on exciting and rejuvenating
welfare activities for internal team
bonding. The Events team gives its
members the opportunity to play the
crucial and integral role in decisionmaking, as well as the freedom to
apply ingenious ideas and out-of-thebox initiatives for the benefit of the
entire society.
Corporate Relations Team
Corporate Relations Division is the
engine of the CDS machine and
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is directly responsible for seeking
sponsorship, securing f inancial
suppor t and managing par tner
relations for the society. The direct
and challenging nature of the work
enables team members to develop
valuable sof t skills such as cold
calling, proposal drafting, pitching,
presentation and negotiation. The
division is organised into small
sub-teams, hence exposing every
member to real multinational
corporations and providing face
time with senior management .
Another crucial aspect of the job is
the uncompromising focus on top
quality deliverance and making sure
that our sponsors’ requests are
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duly fulfilled. Members will learn to
take ownership of the relationships
they manage and develop a strong
sense of responsibility. The team will
be working heavily with business
professionals and quickly pick up the
subtle skills in business relationship
management.
Marketing & PR Team
Team members will gain experience
through working in all our existing
marketing channels and gain valuable
coordination and communication
skills. In this division, creativity and
thinking outside of the box is strongly
encouraged as we are constantly
exploring newer and better ways to

promote ourselves. Your constructive
ideas will be implemented quickly
and you can make a positive impact
from day one. The work carried out
by the M&PR division is of crucial
importance. The effectiveness of
marketing directly determines the
outcome of an event. As a result,
team member s need to have a
strong sense of responsibility. As the
division is also managing our external
relationships with other universities,
non-profit organisations and media
groups, members will serve the role
of bridging us to the wider public,
making sure our brand is widely
recognised.
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Follow Us

CDS website: www.lsecds.org
Facebook Page: LSESU China Development Society
Weibo: 伦敦政经中国发展社团 weibo.com/lsesucds
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